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Origin of the project

"On poetry, sport, etc" is a choreographic project born from the collaboration between Fanny 
Brouyaux, a young Brussels choreographer trained at Parts, and Sophie Guisset, an actress and 
performer trained at the Mons Theatre Conservatory and the Tanzfabriek in Berlin. The two artists 
met during the "intérieur-extérieur" project for the 2012 Daba Maroc festival in Brussels. In 2016, 
nourished by their different professional experiences and interested in the crossover of their 
artistic worlds, they decided to collaborate around questions that were crucial to them: "What is 
"femininity" for you? What does this word evoke to you in terms of emotion or sensation? Have 
you ever felt trapped in your female identity?" With the help of dramaturg Claire Diez, they then 
embarked on an in-depth research project and worked on the development of a common 
choreographic language. 

Intention

Dance and theatre artists Fanny Brouyaux and Sophie Guisset stage the journey of an 
emancipation. Spurred from the feeling of silenced speech and muffled cries, they bring to life two 
tragicomic figures that embody their own contradictions. Sporty and up for a challenge, they enter 
a race that turns out to be hindered by obstacles, incidents and falls that destabilize their 
determination. The violence of their failure reveals the limits and absurdity of their stubbornness. 
Militant feminism? No. Through their female perspective, we discover an undergoing battle whose 
weapons are still being honed: intense energy, a state of alert, a solidarity essential to catalyze 
change... "On poetry, sport, etc." is a mini-revolution, a physical fable of embodied will, that might 
perhaps inspire greater ones. From the intimate's threshold to a possible opening towards 
universality. 
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"A square and raw space where two silhouettes in windbreakers and red and blue shorts confront, measure
and support each other.  Through long-distance racing, an effective metaphor, yet rarely used in feminist

fights, Sophie Guisset and Fanny Brouyaux question femininity by introducing sport and its values -
"solidarity, relay, competition, organization, rules, discipline." At the heart of their race, discovering and

even inventing a choreographic vocabulary that links theatricality and movement. 

(excerpt from Marie Baudet's article "Poetics of the struggle for women of the present" La Libre 19 February 2019)



Artistic approach:

This show is the result of a long-term research on how to stage an honest and nuanced feminist/humanist 
reflection in the midst of contemporary events that often go against meaning. It is also an important trace 
of the unique choreographic and aesthetic research developed through this first collaboration between the 
two artists. Their approach is between theatricality and movement and strives to shift and change the 
choreographic forms, codes and gestures all in humour and subtlety. 
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"There is harmony and friction in the opus delivered by the two young women: characters - if not archetypes
- and personalities, of the universal and intimate, of the abstract and the concrete. Poetry and sport, in
short, and many other things. Starting with an implicit and powerful questioning of solidarity across the
whole range of women's experiences. Beyond the shackles are the paths where the energy of the duo is
channeled, the generosity of the breath, the measurement of the gesture, the freedom of presence. »

(excerpt from Marie Baudet's article "Poetics of the struggle for women present" La libre 19 February 2019)

Interview  (in french) of the artists conducted by POLE-SUD - CDCN -Strasbourg:  
https://vimeo.com/304791882 
( residency November 2018)



The team:

Fanny Brouyaux: project leader, creator and interpreter

Fanny Brouyaux is a dancer, performer and young choreographer based in Brussels, Belgium. After her 
studies at P.A.R.T.S., she created collective performances for non-traditionally scenic spaces, then joined 
Taoufiq Izeddiou's company Anania-Danses as a performer for performance "Rev'Illusion". In 2014, inspired 
by how rumors get spread, she created her first piece "Un bruit", for the 50th anniversary celebrations of 
Moroccan immigration in Belgium. She later readapted this piece into an urban version with 10 professional
and amateur dancers for the 2016 Molendance festival. Her second piece, created in collaboration with 
actress and performer Sophie Guisset, "On poetry, sport, etc" was presented in February 2019 as part of the
XXtime festival at Théâtre de la Balsamine in Brussels and depicts the journey of female emancipation in the
form of a physical fable. Today, in parallel to her work as performer for various Belgian companies (cie La 
peau de l'Autre: https://cielapeaudelautre.jimdo.com , cie Abis: https://www.juliencarlier.be/   , cie 
Nyash: http://www.carolinecornelis.be/) and for the choreographer Julie Bougard, and as external eye (cie 
Abis, Espèce de collectif (fr) http://www.especedecollectif.org/,...). Since August 2018 Too moved to talk 
asbl, a structure created by Fanny Brouyaux, has been the executive production of her choreographic 
projects.  

Sophie Guisset: creator and interpreter

Sophie Guisset is a Belgian performer based in Berlin. After her studies in dramatic art at the Conservatoire 
de Mons, she participated in the transdisciplinary project "DABA Maroc", directed by Carmen Blanco 
Principal and Taoufiq Izeddiou, in Rabat, Morocco, and at the Halles de Schaerbeek. She is involved in the 
project "Une aube boraine, premier pas, des marches", directed by Lorent Wanson and works with 
"L'encyclopédie de la Parole". Since 2013, Sophie Guisset has been living in Germany and collaborating with 
various artists including Janine Iten and Enis Turan. She also collaborates with Olga Tsvetkova on the piece 
"Bond Apart", after they met at Julidan's artist Lab 2014 in Amsterdam. In addition to her artistic practice, 
Sophie is a tour guide for the city of Berlin. She speaks French, English and German.

Audiences

The play is intended for adult and teenage audiences (14 year olds and above). We would be happy to be 
able to accompany our presentations with post-performance conversations and/or workshops. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Schedule 

-Premiere: February 19, 20, 21, 2019 : Théâtre de la Balsamine (Brussels)
-October 16th 2019: Objectif danse, Raffinerie (Charleroi danse) Brussels. 
-09 january 2020: Pole Sud (Strasbourg)

Contact: Fanny Brouyaux for Tmtt asbl: fanynove@hotmail.com, 0032/498.51.46.18
Official address: Avenue du Forum 3, bte 31, 1020 Brussels, Belgium
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